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ABSTRACT 

 

Since the reference algorithm APRIORI [AGR97], other algorithms for optimizing the extraction of 

association rules have been developed. But no method is generally better than the others. This article 

deals with the optimization of closed itemsets in the context of highly correlated data. The work in this 

article responds to one of the perspectives of our article entitled "A new approach to optimizing the 

extraction of frequent 2-itemsets". In this previous article, we had obtained interesting optimization 

results from the 2-itemsets on a context of extraction of scattered data (weakly correlated data). The 

present article allowed us to obtain interesting results of the 2-itemsets on dense data (strongly 

correlated). 

Our approach was inspired by the research work of {Pas00, CB02, BBR03, CF14]. It has improved the 

extraction of a concise number of association rules by introducing a margin of error defined by the 

parameter  in the formula 
δ δFerm (S)-δ <ε (δ an integer, δ>0, Ferm (S)  is the -Closure of the 

item S [CF07]), 
1

1




rn
  where nr is the number of association rules extracted with the -

strong rule [CF07]). The smaller , the more precise and concise the number of association rules 

extracted. The comparison between the -strong rule, based on -Closure and -free ([Pas00]) 

and the -precise rule that we found showed that our approach is much more precise and 

eliminates production errors of the really concise number of association rules. From the result 

obtained on dense data, we wrote an algorithm called SELECTION. The SELECTION 

algorithm allows you to select the appropriate method for optimizing 2-itemsets, depending on 

the context of data extraction. 

 

Keywords: Precise and concise number of association rules, dense data, margin of error, itemset 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 

We recall that in our article, entitled OPTI2i, we managed to optimize the extraction of frequent 2-

itemsets only for contexts of extraction of scattered data. However for dense data, our results have not 

often been better than those of the APRIORI reference algorithm. We used an already existing method 

to provide a solution to the optimization of frequent 2-itemsets in the context of dense data. There are 

several algorithms for extracting knowledge from the data contained in a database. For more than a 

decade, the method based on closed itemsets has shown its effectiveness over the years, especially on 

highly correlated data. 

We are interested in discovering a concise and even more precise number of rules of association. The 

discovery of a restricted number of association rules [CF07] helped solve two problems : 

- The extraction of redundant association rules generated by the reference algorithm APRIORI 

[AGR94] and useless for the expert in the field; 

- The high time taken to extract association rules and reduce their storage space. 

Our approach aims to contribute to the precision of extraction of these association rules by introducing 

the parameter . 

The main objective of this research work is for us to manage to select the optimized extraction method 

of the frequent 2-itemsets from a context of data extraction encountered. To this end, we propose in the 

first section the study of art on closed itemsets. Section 2 presents the methodological approach 
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envisaged to facilitate the discovery of knowledge based on association rules. Section 3 discusses the 

discovery of a precise and more concise number of association rules while optimizing the extraction of 

frequent closed 2-itemsets. Section 4 proposes the SELECTION algorithm, which allows us to select 

the appropriate method between OPTI2i and -precise according to the context of data extraction. Our 

article ends with a brief conclusion and the perspectives envisaged.  

 

2. SECTION 1 

 

1.1. STATE OF THE ART 

 

In this part, we will present the algorithms operating only on the extraction of closed itemsets. The best 

known algorithms in this context are the CLOSE, A-CLOSE and TITANIC algorithms. Here we will 

not care about the number or the quality of the association rules generated. 

Each of these algorithms is characterized by two phases. During the first phase, the infrequent candidates 

are pruned, that is to say the itemsets having a support strictly inferior to Sup_min (minimal support). 

Each algorithm introduces new pruning strategies to try to reduce the additional cost of calculating item 

closings. 

The second phase is that of construction relating to an iteration k. It makes it possible to generate the 

candidates of size k from those retained during the iteration k-1, that is to say of size k-1. The work of 

CLEMENT FAURE [CF07] based on the -strong rule has given effective results in optimizing frequent 

closed itemsets. His work has also made it possible to extract a concise number of association rules 

qualitatively meeting the needs of the expert in the field. 

 

1.2. CONTRIBUTION 

 

The -strong rule has made it possible, like other previous algorithms based on frequent closed itemsets, 

to considerably reduce the number of association rules. This rule produced a concise number (i.e. a 

limited number) of association rules. 

While this approach is good, it does not achieve a 100 percent efficiency rate. Thus it can ignore 

association rules which could be potentially useful to the expert depending on the field studied and the 

request entered by the user. It is for this reason that we introduce a parameter > 0, which will take into 

account this margin of error (see definition 10) without additional cost and with better extraction time 

of the frequent closed 2-itemsets. 

This contribution is also inspired by the research work of [Pas00, CB02, BBR03]. The former studied 

the properties of condensed representations using frequent -free itemsets and the closure operator (-

closed). We also saw that it was possible to generate a concise set of association rules from a 

representation using the free. Another line of research considered the use of so-called -strong rules 

(minimal body, controlled confidence) in the context of classification. 

Clement Faure used an algorithm [BBR00] capable of extracting a condensed representation using 

frequent -free itemsets and -closure. According to FAURE's work, if the behavior is known when  

is equal to zero, it is interesting to study the properties of these itemsets and of the rules generated when 

 is strictly greater than zero. In our work we have considered a generalization of these different 

approaches. In fact, we use the results of Clément Fauré's work to minimize the margin of error for 

generating a concise number of association rules, while retaining the main advantage of algorithms 

based on so-called closed itemsets. This achievement is based, as we have mentioned in the state of the 

art, on the pruning of redundant itemsets. Since the OPTI2i method could not give us better results 

compared to the previous methods only in the contexts of extraction of dense data, we will also treat in 

this article the selection of the OPTI2i or -precise optimization method depending on the context of 

data extraction used. 
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3. SECTION 2 

 

2.1. WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

In this part, we will present our working framework, that is to say the context in which we will situate 

our contribution. Let K be the database from section 2 of the state of the art, Ti the transactions of K 

(Ti K). At an itemset of cardinal 1, Xi the items (attributes) are different from A. (A c Xi)  K. The 

item A if it exists is always located on the left side of the association rule. After setting the scene, we 

will set out definitions. Definitions 8 to 10 are inspired by the work of Clement Faure et al. [CF07]. 

 

2.2. WORKING TOOLS 

Our working tools first go through a literature review which allowed us to bring out a state of the art on 

the discovery of frequent closed itemsets. We also used propositions based on mathematical notions in 

order to consolidate our work, artificial intelligence and datamining techniques. 

The data mining technique used here is the popular method of association rules. The implementation 

phase of our work is based on the optimization algorithm for extracting the 2-itemsets from the 

APRIORI reference algorithm and the work of CLEMENT FAURE. As its name suggests, the 

SELECTION function will help us to select between the optimization method of frequent 2-itemsets 

OPTI2i and the optimization method of frequent closed 2-itemsets which we will call P-FERM. 

 

2.3. THEORETICAL PHASE 

Consider the data from 6 receipts that we obtained with 6 customers from the CDCI 

YAMOUSSOUKRO supermarket (Ivory Coast): Let BD be the binary database of transactions T and 

K, all of the items. K = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J} 

t1 {Milk, cookie, soap, rice, sugar } 

t2 { Beer can, oil, blue II razor} 

t3 { Soap, oil, beer can, sugar} 

t4 { Spaghetti, oil, blue II razor} 

t5 { Milk, cookie, sugar, nescafe box} 

t6 { soap, rice, sugar, oil} 

AMilk BCookie CSoap DRice ESugar FBier can  

G Oil HBlue II razor  

ISpaghetti JNescafe box. 
The following table represents the transaction database, where each transaction is a list of items 

purchased by one of the 6 customers of the supermarket : 

Ti A B C D E F G H I J 

t1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

t2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

t3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

t4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

t5 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

t6 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 1: list of products 

 

Definition 1: Item 

An item corresponds to a product on one of the 6 receipts. In our database BD we have 10 items (A, B, 

C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J). 
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Definition 2: Itemset 

An itemset is a set of items. 

Example: {A} is an itemset of cardinal 1; {A, B} is an itemset of cardinal 2; {A, B, C} is an itemset of 

cardinal 3; 

 

 

Definition 3: Support 

We call support for an itemset the number of times its items appear together in database transactions. 

Example: Support ({A}) = 2/6; Support ({A, B}) = 2/6; Support ({A, B, C}) = 1/6 

 

Definition 4: Superset 

A superset is a cardinal itemset greater than its sub itemset. Example: {A, B} is a superset of {A}; {A, 

B} is a superset of {B}. 

 

Definition 5: Frequent itemset 

An itemset is said to be frequent if its support is greater than or equal to a minimum support (Sup_min) 

set by the user. Example: If we consider Sup_min = 2/6, then if we consider only the itemsets of cardinal 

1, we can retain the itemsets {A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}, {F}, {G} and {H}. The itemsets {I} and {J} are 

not frequent. 

 

Definition 6: Closed itemset 

A frequent itemset is said to be closed if its support is larger than those of all its supersets. 

Example: If we consider Sup_min = 2/6, then the item {A, B} is often closed because none of its 

supersets has support greater than 2/6. Support ({A, B, C}) = 1/6; Support ({A, B, C, D}) = 2/6; Support 

({A, B, C, D, E}) = 1/6; Support ({A, B, C, D, E, F}) = 0; Support ({A, B, C, D, E, F, G}) = 0; Support 

({A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}) = 0; Support ({A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I}) = 0; Support ({A, B, C, D, E, F, G, 

H, I, J}) = 1/6. 

 

Definition 7: Minimum generator 

It is the smallest element in an equivalence class. 

The association rules extraction approach using closed frequent itemsets was preceded by the association 

rules extraction approach based on the extraction of frequent itemsets [AGR94]. The algorithms 

adopting the approach of extracting closed itemsets have made it possible to solve the problems of 

generation of the many redundant itemsets and often very difficult to interpret by the end user to whom 

the data belongs. This approach is based on pruning the lattice of closed itemsets, using the closing 

operators of the Galois connection. A first category of algorithms developed were interested in the 

discovery of frequent closed itemsets. A second category of algorithms, also based on the extraction of 

frequent closed itemsetsets, has improved the results obtained by the algorithms of the first category, by 

considerably and precisely limiting the number of association rules generated. 

However if the number of association rules is concise, the fact remains that this number obtained is not 

very precise. This would result in the loss of certain association rules (knowledge) which could prove 

potentially useful to the expert 

Now let's review the main algorithms allowing the extraction of frequent closed itemsets. 

 

Definition 8 (Rule -strong) 

Given a database K defined on Items, a minimum frequency threshold , and an integer > 0, a rule -

strong on K is an association rule A  X, and Freq (A  X) , Freq (A) - Freq (A  X)  , A  X 

 Items; with X .  

Note : A -strong rule accepts at most,  items on its right side. 

Example of a “1-strong” rule : ABC is a 1-strong, on the other hand BEA is not a 1-strong rule. 
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Definition 9 (-closure) 

Let A be an itemset  Items and  a positive integer. The fermeture-closure of A, is the largest on set 

of A defined as follows :    δ)XFreq(AFreq(S)ItemsI(A)erm iδ f  

Note : The BD database in which we have drawn our examples does not allow to obtain enough -forte 

because it does not contain dense data. 

 

 

Definition 10 (-precise) 

Let A be an itemset  Items and  a positive integer. The -closure of A, is the largest on set of A 

defined as follows :   δ)XFreq(AFreq(S)ItemsI(A)erm iδ f  

And respects the following condition : εδ(A)Fermδ  . The smaller , the higher and more precise 

the certainty of extracting interesting itemsets. 

 

Definition 11 (normal law) 

In terms of statistical decision and forecasting, the normal law is the most widespread and useful 

statistical law. It represents many random phenomena. In addition, many other statistical laws can be 

approached by the normal law, especially in the case of large samples. Its mathematical expression is as 

follows :  

 
Let nitfreq - be the number of itemsets generated with -closure. % case = nitfreq / (nitfreq +1). The normal 

law can be applied to the extraction of -closed itemsets. According to the definition, each -closed k-

itemsets produces a number nk (k2). nk are normally distributed around the exact value nitfreq. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Normal curve for estimating the margin of error  
Conditions of use of the normal distribution around the true value 

Let nitfreq be the probability sample such as : 
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Replace  in the margin of error formula. We have : 
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Where is called standard error 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N - Total number of itemsets; nitfreq - The sample size which represents the number of frequent 

itemsets obtained with the -closure. 

The real percentage 
%P will take the value of the percentage of the highest confidence (Confmax) 

of the nitfreq. 

(Freq(A) – Freq(A  Xi) < +      (1) 

(Freq(A) – Freq(A  Xi) <
 1n

1

itfreq 
 +     (2) 

 If nitfreq is high, then 0 
1)(n

1
Lim

itfreq
n itfreq




,  

(2) becomes (Freq(A) – Freq(A  Xi) <  -closure  (3) 

 If nitfreq is very small, then 1 
1)(n

1
Lim

itfreq
0n itfreq




,  

(2) becomes  (Freq(A) – Freq(A  Xi) < + 1  -precise   (4) 

 

nitfreq 10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000 

 0,09090909 0,00990099 0,000999 9,999E-05 9,9999E-06 1E-06 

Table 1 - Estimated value of epsilon as a function of nitfreq 

 

 
Figure 3 - epsilon trend curve 
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This curve shows more precisely that  tends to 0 for all nitfreq ≥ 1000,  +  =  and  tends to 

1 for all nitfreq< 1000,  +  = 2 
 

 

 

2.4. PRESENTATION OF THE OPTI2I AND P-FERM ALGORITHMS 

 

ALGORITHM 1: OPTI2I 

Input : D - Database 

Minsyp, Minconf - Real 

K - Integer 

Output : Ck - candidate itemsets, Fk - Frequent itemsets 

Support, confidence - Real 

T - transactions (t  T) 

Start 

K  1 

Ckcandiadats 1-itemsets 

Fk 

For each transaction t  D Make 

If Support.t.itemsMinsup 

Then FkCkFk 

Else Delete Ck.t.itemsets 

EndIf 

OPTI2I_Gen (Fk) 

EndFor 

Sort in descending order frequent t.items  D 

{The frequent 1-itemsets sorted} 

{Let's form the frequent 2-itemsets} 

K  2 

If (t.itemsets = 1) and ((t + 1) .itemsets = 1) 

Then rule (t.itemsets)  ((t + 1) .itemsets)  1 

Else If (t.itemsets = 1) and ((t + 1) .itemsets = 0) 

or (t.itemsets = 0) and ((t + 1) .itemsets = 1) 

Then rule (t.itemsets)  ((t + 1) .itemsets)  0 

{Transitivity} 

Else If (t.itemsets = 1) and ((t + 1) .itemsets = 1) 

and (t + 2) .itemsets = 1) 

Then rule (t.itemsets)  ((t + 2) .itemsets)  1 

EndIf 

EndIf 

EndIf 

If Support (t.itemsets) Minsup 

Then FkCkFk 

Else DeleteCk.t.itemsets 

EndIf 

OPTI2I_Gen (Fk) 

For 

Return kFk 

End 
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ALGORITHM 2 : OPTI2I_Gen 

Input : t.itemsets 

Output : t.candidat, Ck 

Begin 

For each pair of itemsets 

t.candidatt.itemsets (t + 1) .itemsets 

CkCkt.candidat 

EndFor 

Return Ck 

End 

 

ALGORITHM P-FERM 

FFCk    - Set of frequent candidate k-itemsets. 

FCk      - Set of frequent closed delta k-itemsets. 

Fk         - Set of frequent closed epsilon k-itemsets from FCk 

Each element of these sets has three fields : 

1) gen: the generator; 2) supp: support 

3) deltaferm: -closure; 4) epsferm; epsilon closure 

Table 2 - Notations and parameters used in P-FERM 

Input data 

K: Binary database, Sup_min 

Xk  K : itemsets located to the right of a ruler 

Ak  K : Itemets to the left of a ruler 

Delta : Integer 

Eps : Real 

Output data 

FC = kFCk Set of frequent closed delta itemsets 

F = kFk Set of frequent precise epsilon itemsets 

Begin 

{Initialization} 

FFC1 = {1-itemsets} 

for (k=1 ; FFCk.gen≠; ;k++) Do 

While ((Freq(Ak) – Freq(Xk+1) ≤ delta) ET (delta > 0) Do 

FCk.deltaferm =  

FFCk.supp =  

FFCk = GEN-DELTACLOSURE(FCk) 

EndWhile 

Eps = 1 / (FFCk + 1) 

While ABS (Ferm(Ai) - ) <Eps) Do 

Fk.epsferm =  

FFCk = GEN-EPSCLOSURE (Fk) 

EndWhile 

For all C  FFCk Do 

If C.Supp ≥ Supp_min 

Then FCk = FCk C 

EndIf 

FFCk + 1 = GEN-GENERATOR (Fk) 

EndFor 

EndFor 

Return FC =kFk 

End 
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2.5. THE SELECTION ALGORITHM 

ALGORITHM SELECT 

Var 

K1 context of data extraction; 

It1: 1-itemsets; 

S : Boolean 

function SELE (K data extraction context, It: 1-itemsets): Boolean 

Var 

Sel : Boolean; 

Begin 

Sel  False; 

If (Support (Iti) ≥ 80% AND (Confidence (Ai  Bi) ≥ 0.75) 

Then 

P-FERM; // Execution of P-FERM for dense data 

Selt  True; 

Else 

OPTI2i; // Execution of OPTI2I for scattered data 

Sel  False; 

Endif 

Return Sel; 

End SELE 

Begin   { Main algorithm } 

SSELE (K1, It1); 

End 

 

Comment 

Since the OPTI2i method only optimizes the extraction of 2-itemsets in the context of extracting 

scattered data, the SELECTION algorithm selects the appropriate algorithm for extracting frequent 2-

itemsets. If the extraction context K contains dense data, then the P-FERM algorithm is executed. 

Otherwise, the OPTI2i scattered data optimization optimization algorithm will run. 

 

4. SECTION 3 

 

RESULTS 

Here our experiments are mainly focused on correlated data. The frequent itemsets generated are of sizes 

k = 1 and k = 2. We will limit ourselves to comparing our -precise method of the P-FERM algorithm 

with -free by Clement Faure published in his research work “Discoveries of relevant patterns by the 

implementation of a Bayesian network : application to industry aeronautics ", 

To obtain the results of our work, we program with the PYTHON language, then with the generated 

data we use Excel software to represent them graphically. The experiments were carried out on the 

following computer system: 

- Core i3 2.4 GHZ processor 

- 4 GB RAM 

- 500 GB hard drive 

- Windows 8.1 operating system 

- Office 2013 office software 

We used the following four datasets during these experiments: 

- C20D10K and C73D10K which are samples from the Public Use Microdata Samples file 

containing data from the Kansas census carried out in 1990. They consist of 10,000 objects 

corresponding to the first 10,000 people listed, each object containing 20 attributes (20 items per 

object and 386 items in total) for C20D10K and 73 attributes (73 items per object and 2,178 items 

in total) for C73D10K. 
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Example : Comparison between - strong and -precise 

Let us take the same example as that taken in [Pas00] and [CF07]. It will allow us to compare the -

strong rule method and our -precise approach. 

Let be the database K : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- The -strong rule 

A rule -strong on the database K is an association rule X  Y, and Freq(XY)  ( is a 

minimum frequency threshold), Freq(X) – Freq(XY) , where XY  Items with 

Y. 
- Free itemset 

A free itemset is an itemset that is not included in a closure of its subsets. Example: {a, b} is a 

free itemset, because Closure (a) = {a, c} and Closure (b) = {b, e} 

- -free 

Let S be a free itemset. S is said to be -free if there is no rule -strong X Y / X  Y S 

with Y. 

- -closure 

Let S be an itemset  Items and  a positive integer, the -closure of S is the largest superset of 

S defined as follows: Ferm(S) = {I  Items / Freq(S) – Freq(S{I})  } 

 
- Let's calculate the frequencies of the k-itemsets 

Supp_min = 2 

k=1 

Freq(a) = 3 

Freq(b) = 5 

Freq(c) = 5 

Freq(d) = 1 

Freq(e) = 5 

Prune the infrequent 1-itemsets : {d} 

k=2 

Freq(ab) = 2 

Freq(ac) = 3 

Freq(ae) = 2 

Freq(bc) = 4 

Freq(be) = 4 

Freq(ce) = 4 

k=3 

Freq(abc) = 2 

Freq(abe) = 2 

Freq(ace) = 2 Freq(bce) = 4 

k=4 

Freq(abce) =  2   

 

=1, 1-exception, i.e. 1-itemset to the right of the rule 

2-item sets 

{ab} {bc} 

Tid Ti.items  Tid a b c d e 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

{a,c,d} 

{b,c,e} 

{a,b,c,e} 

{b,e} 

{a,b,c,e} 

{b,c,e} 

 1 X  X X  

2  X X  X 

3 X X X  X 

4  X   X 

5 X X X  X 

6  X X  X 

Figure 4 – Database K 
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Ferm1(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(ab) = 1 

{ac} 

Ferm1(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(ac) = 0 

{ae} 

Ferm1(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(ae) = 1 

Ferm1(b) = Freq(b) – Freq(bc) = 1 

{be} 

Ferm1(b) = Freq(b) – Freq(be) = 1 

{ce} 

Ferm1(c) = Freq(c) – Freq(ce) = 1 

3-item sets 

{abc} 

Ferm1(ab) = Freq(ab) – Freq(abc) = 0 

{abe} 

Ferm1(ab) = Freq(ab) – Freq(abe) = 0 

{ace} 

Ferm1(ac) = Freq(ac) – Freq(ace) = 1 

{bce} 

Ferm1(bc) = Freq(bc) – Freq(bce) = 0 

4-item sets 

{abce} 

Ferm1(abc) = Freq(abc) – Freq(abce) = 0 

1-fermés fréquents 

{ab} - {ae} - {bc} - {be} - {ce} - {ace} 

fréquentsfermés 

{ac} - {abc} - {abe} - {bce} 

- {abce} 

=2, 2-exceptions, i.e. 2-itemsets to the right of the rule 

3-item sets 

{abc} 

Ferm2(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(abc) = 1 

{abe} 

Ferm2(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(abe) = 1 

{ace} 

Ferm2(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(ace) = 1 

{bce} 

Ferm2(b) = Freq(b) – Freq(bce) = 1 

4-item sets 

{abce} 

Ferm1(ab) = Freq(ab) – Freq(abce) = 0 

2-fermés frequents 

{abc} - {abe} - {ace} - {bce} 

fréquentsfermés 

{abce} 

=3, 3-exceptions, i.e. 3-itemsets to the right of the rule 

4-item sets 

{abce} 

Ferm3(a) = Freq(a) – Freq(abce) = 1 

3-closed frequent 

{abce} 

Frequent closed 

{ } 

- closed frequent 

{ab} - {ae} - {bc} - {be} - {ce} - {ace} 

{abc} - {abe} - {ace} - {bce} 

{abce} 

Frequent closed 

{ac} - {abc} - {abe} - {bce} - 

{abce} 

{abce} 

Figure 5 - Extraction of - frequent closed 
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- Let's calculate  

Let nitfreq be the sample from database K. (nitfreq corresponds to the number of frequent -closed 

itemsets and nitfreq = 10 

 = 1 / (nitfreq + 1) = 1 / (10 + 1) = 1/11 = 0.090909…. 

If we consider the trend curve of the parameter , we see that  1 (nitfreq = 10 <1000). 

The frequent (+) -closed are: {abc} - {abe} - {ace} - {bce} and {abce}. 

We can use the combinations of frequent 1-closed in Figure 3. 

So let's group them together: ab + ae = abe (which means that a appears with b and a appears 

with e. So we have abe together). Likewise ab+bc = abc; bc+be=bce; be+ce=bce. 

 
Proposition 1:  

Let the sets of items {a1, a2,…, ak}, {b1, b2,…, bm} and {c1, c2,…, al} with k ≠ m ≠ l. When two frequent 

k-itemsets are -closed, then for all > 0 the sums akbm and bmcl produce (k + 1)-itemsets akbmcl. 

 

 

Let us calculate the Confidences of the association rules of -strong and -precise 

Let's fix Conf_min = 50% : 

-strong -precise 

Confiance(ab) = 66% 

Confiance(ae) = 66% 

Confiance(bc) = 80% 

Confiance(be) = 80% 

Confiance(ce)= 100% 

Confiance(abc)=66% 

Confiance(abe)=66% 

Confiance(ace) =66% 

Confiance(bce) =80% 

Confiance(abce) =66% 

Confiance(abe)=100% 

Confiance(abe)=66% 

Confiance(abc) =100% 

Confiance(abc) =66% 

Confiance(bce) =100% 

Confiance(bce) =80% 

Figure 6 - Association rules with confidence ≥50% for -strong and -precise 

 

We note that the precise rule produces fewer association rules than the strong rule. -precise also shows 

that the association rules with exactly one exception (1-closure) are more relevant with 100% 

confidence. 

 

- Side-by-side storage of items 

After optimizing the extraction of closed frequent itemsets, we will proceed to arrange them side by 

side. Thus the items from the association rules with the highest confidence will be ranked first and the 

others will follow. If two association rules have identical trusts, then their premises will be placed one 

after the other and their consequences will follow immediately. 

In the arrangement of items, we will only retain frequent itemsets. Let's use the trusts found in Figure 6 

for our rule (i.e. the -precise rule). The association rules abe, abc and bce have identical 

Confidences and are the highest. Hence their items are classified as follows: abce or bace. The other 

association rules bce, abe and abc will not participate in the ranking, because the items in 

premise and in conclusion have already been classified. Thus the articles are classified as follows: 

abce or bace. 

 

Proposition 2 :  

Let -closure of Ai, for all 1 the (+)-closure can be obtained by grouping the (-1)-closure of Ai. 

 

Now let's test the response times of the -strong and -precise rules on the correlated (dense) data sets 

C20D10K and C73D10K 
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- Dataset C20D10K 

Support - closed frequent -strong -precise 
Time difference : 

Dt= T - T 

20 1 255 2,43 2,32 -0,11 

15 3 289 3,68 2,51 -1,17 

10 8 578 8,15 8,03 -0,12 

7,5 15 890 12,72 11,64 -1,08 

5 37 123 17,63 16,49 -1,14 

2,5 125 257 29,28 28,16 -1,12 

Table 3: Response time for C20D10K 

 

 
Figure 6: Experimental results for C20D10K 

 

 Dataset C73D10K 

Support - closed frequent -strong -precise 
Time difference : 

Dt= T - T 

80 10 924 45,00 42,11 -2,89 

75 22 346 95,72 93,58 -2,14 

70 64 495 185,37 172,13 -13,24 

60 427 375 401,68 389,02 -12,66 

Table 4: Response time for C73D10K 
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Figure 7: Experimental results for C73D10K 

 
5. DISCUSSION 

The color curves in Tables 3 and 4 show response times greater than 0. Figures 6 and 7 show the 

experimental results obtained by our -precise method and the -strong method. We observe in these 

figures that the discovery times of frequent -closed itemsets have been significantly improved by the -

precise rule. The improvement in these times is linked to the accuracy of extracting a more concise number 

of association rules, thereby considerably eliminating all unnecessary and redundant rules. It should be 

noted that our rule therefore solves the problem of optimizing the extraction of association rules and also 

-closed itemsets. As we indicated in our state of the art, the main objective of this article is not to compare 

the -precise and -strong methods. But to solve the problem of optimizing the frequent closed 2-itemsets 

that the OPTI2i algorithm did not allow. However, our -precise method has improved the -strong rule, 

and therefore provides an overall gain in response time by extracting the association rules for frequent 

itemsets. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

In this paper, the problem of the usefulness and the relevance of the extracted association rules is treated 

using the -closure based on the -strong rule. We have proposed a parameter  which determines a 

margin of error. The  parameter made it possible to correct the -strong rule, by reducing the concise 

number of discovered association rules while at the same time removing the redundant rules. The P-FERM 

algorithm improves the extraction response time of the extraction rules compared to the -strong rule. A 

first perspective of the next works concerns the very significant improvement of the extraction response 

times of a concise and precise number of association rules. Another perspective could consider improving 

the -strong rule by another method than the one we have proposed in this paper in order to take into 

account both correlated and uncorrelated datasets. Moreover, the classification of articles side by side is 

done using the same logic as in our paper entitled "OPTI2i - A new approach to optimize the extraction 

of frequent 2-itemsets". 
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